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A classical unboxing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Classics department recently received a set of the newly released Playmobil gods and 

goddesses from an anonymous benefactor, and we thought we’d hand these over to two 

resident experts.  Ruby and Sophie (Lower 6) have studied classical mythology for many years, 

so below is the review they have written: 

Two of Ruby’s top three favourites are Athena and Hera, as they both had very cute animals (a 

peacock and an owl - birdtastic!) and each had an awesome staff! 

Two of Sophie’s top three favourites are Apollo and Zeus because of Apollo’s golden wreath, 

lyre, and bow (ok, material girl), and because of Zeus’ purple chair and giant eagle (birdtastic!) 

Our joint favourite turned out to be Hephaestus! This was due to a combination of 

Hephaestus being the most accurate, such as his rugged beard, his variety of tools and we 

can’t forget his irresistible arm muscles (what a show off!) 

Now Hephaestus wasn’t the only one that was highly accurate. Who else could it be? Well, we 

also noticed that Zeus and Hera were spot on. Zeus had a long white beard, a golden crown, 

and even had lightning bolts (be careful with those). And Hera had a golden staff, topped with 

a lotus flower, and a golden robe. 

However, there are some things that we think would improve this set, including an addition of 

Hades and Dionysus (how was the King of parties not invited to this one?!), both of whom are 

central gods but do not appear in the set. Another thing we would change is the clothing of 

Artemis (purple really isn’t her colour), and the colours of Hestia and Aphrodite’s outfits. We 

also think that there are some things added to the set that don’t make sense, such as Athena’s 

snake (sneaky snake!), Aphrodite’s mirror, Hermes’ birds, and Ares’ dog (woof), which are not 

very accurate.  
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Overall, we think that this set is very cool, and largely accurate, although there is some room 

for improvement. We recommend this set highly, and we would give it an 8/10. 

We hope to see you next time when we will review ‘who wore it best? Toga edition!’ 

Article written by Ruby (the real goddess of wisdom) and Sophie (the REAL goddess of wisdom - my 

name literally means wisdom, come on!) 

 

 


